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Abstract—Integrated photonics has emerged as an I/O technology that can meet the throughput demands of future many-core
processors. Taking advantage of the low capacitance environment
provided by monolithic integration, we developed an integrating
receiver front-end built directly into a clocked comparator,
achieving high sensitivity and energy-efficiency. A simple model
of the receiver provides intuition on the effects of wiring and photodiode capacitance, and leads to a photodiode-splitting technique
enabling improved sensitivity at higher data rates. The receiver
is characterized in situ and shown to operate with A-sensitivity
at 3.5 Gb/s with a power consumption of 180 W (52 fJ/bit) and
area of 108 m . This work demonstrates that photonics and
electronics can be jointly integrated in a standard 45-nm SOI
process.
Index Terms—Photonics, interconnect, monolithic integration,
SOI, high-speed I/O, many-core, multi-core, sense-amplifiers,
transimpedance amplifiers, integrating receivers, chip-to-chip
links.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N ORDER TO harness the potential of emerging many-core
processor systems, the communication fabric between cores
and shared off-chip memory must provide high throughput at
low power and footprint costs, overcoming chip power constraints and I/O pin limitations. Monolithically-integrated silicon photonics offers a dense wavelength-division-multiplexed
(DWDM) fabric with orders of magnitude better energy-efficiency and bandwidth density than electrical interconnects [1].
However, existing circuit techniques are not geared towards
leveraging the small photodiode (PD) capacitance and availability of a receive-side clock in a DWDM monolithically-integrated photonic link.
The optical receiver has traditionally been designed as
a discrete component for optical fiber communication. To
mitigate the gain-bandwidth limitation at the dominant pole
of the input node without the availability of a receive-side
clock, transimpedance amplifiers (TIA) were implemented
, while preserving a large
to lower the input resistance,
[2].
transimpedance gain,
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In [3] the photocurrent is integrated onto the capacitance at
the receiver input, and the resulting voltage is evaluated by an
energy-efficient clocked comparator. The input capacitance of
420 fF mitigates comparator kick-back and charge-sharing issues that would arise in a lower capacitance, more tightly integrated environment.
More recently, integrated photonics has addressed chip I/O
bottlenecks through hybrid-packaged solutions [4], [5]. The decreased PD and parasitic capacitances have helped to improve
the sensitivity and energy efficiency, but also caused designers
to turn back to TIA-based designs that avoid the integrator problems described. A capacitance of 90 fF is reported in [4]. In [6]
a 25 fF PD capacitance connected through a 20 fF microsolder
bump leads to a receiver sensitivity of 9 A but energy-cost of
690 fJ/bit at 5 Gb/s. A TIA with a clocked comparator was implemented in [7] to achieve a lower energy-cost of 395 fJ/bit,
but a sensitivity of only 22.1 A. Further capacitance reduction
will improve energy-cost and sensitivity, which maps directly to
the system’s laser power, resulting in designs more competitive
with electrical solutions already at 1 pJ/bit [8].
In this paper we present a sense-amplifier-based optical
data receiver with a monolithically-integrated photodetector.
Building on [3], we make use of a source-forwarded clock and
implement an integrating front-end and clocked comparator for
high sensitivity and energy-efficiency. The low PD capacitance
allows us to build the front-end directly into the comparator,
avoiding kick-back and charge-sharing issues. We also develop
the receiver sensitivity modeling and analysis, which provides
intuition on the effects of wiring and PD capacitance, and leads
to a PD-splitting technique that enables improved sensitivity at
higher data-rates.
II. PHOTONIC LINKS
An example of a DWDM, monolithically-integrated photonic
link is shown in Fig. 1. A continuous wave (CW), multi- laser
is coupled from an optical fiber onto the chip through a vertical
grating coupler. The light is then routed throughout the chip
along waveguides fabricated using either gate poly-silicon or
the SOI body.
Resonant drop rings form notch filters that can pull a particular wavelength-channel off of the optical bus. This can redirect
the wavelength-channel to a different waveguide or be used to
modulate a data signal. The modulator leverages the free-carrier-dispersion effect to modulate a P-N junction located around
the ring in order to change the ring’s refractive index, and therefore its resonant frequency. By tuning a particular ring’s resonance to a wavelength channel, light is confined to the ring and
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Fig. 1. An example optical link with chip-to-chip and intra-chip communication links shown. A CW laser source is coupled onto Chip A through a vertical grating.
and , which propagate along the waveguide. The bus is routed over an optical
Two ring-resonant modulators imprint data onto two wavelength-channels,
or
to select that channel from the bus and direct it to the correct data receiver. A second
fiber to Chip B. The drop rings on Chip B are each tuned to either
set of wavelengths,
and
carry data from Chip B to Chip A.

Fig. 2. WDM link power breakdown for a total throughput of 256 Gb/s. Two options are shown, representing monolithic and hybrid photonic integration. Modeling
performed in equivalent 32-nm process. Legend entries follow the order of bar-graph sections from the bottom [9].

prevented from traveling down the waveguide, yielding an optical-0. De-tuning the ring shifts the notch filter away from the
wavelength-channel and light propagates down the waveguide,
yielding an optical-1.
The modulated light is routed to another location on the die
(e.g., core-to-core) or to another die (e.g., socket-to-socket). At
the destination, the ring-tuning control block selects the channel
to be removed from the optical bus by setting the resonance
of a drop ring filter to the particular wavelength-channel. An
optical receiver, such as the one presented in this work, then
converts the data back into the electrical domain by detecting the
PD photocurrent. An optical clock signal can also be forwarded
along with data, which is desirable as little intereference exists
in the optical domain.
One of the key characteristics of a monolithically-integrated
photonic link is that all of the components are tightly integrated
with each other on the same die. As such, power can be optimized at the system level, setting the specification of each component. The system-level design trade-offs are explored in [9]
and summarized here.
Fig. 2 shows the WDM link power breakdown in an equivalent 32-nm CMOS process [9]. For a total throughput of
256 Gb/s, which is easily accommodated by a single optical
fiber coupled to the chip, two integration scenarios are considered: 5 fF and 25 fF PD capacitances representing monolithic
and hybrid integration, respectively. For each channel data
rate, the system was optimized for energy-efficiency through a
balance of component specifications.

Fig. 2(a) shows the energy-cost breakdown for
fF,
, and the wiring
is the sum of the PD capacitance,
where
. Focusing on any
capacitance from the PD to the receiver,
single channel rate, a high extinction ratio (ER) from the modulator will allow the receiver to operate with greater sensitivity,
reducing the energy-cost at the laser. However, the cost for this
ER is paid for in the modulator’s energy budget. As the data
rate per channel increases, the receivers become less sensitive,
requiring an increase in laser power. Modulators try to compensate for this and become more expensive. Since the core
frequency is kept fixed, serialization costs also grow significantly at higher rates. In contrast, as the data rate per channel
increases, the total number of channels and rings decreases, requiring overall less tuning power. These two opposing energycost trends combine to form an optimal channel rate around
4 Gb/s to 8 Gb/s, motivating the design of receivers at moderate rates. Interestingly, this design point does not coincide
with the traditional view in the optical community that channel
rates should be pushed as fast as the circuit technology allows
(often beyond 20 Gb/s).
As we move from a low total capacitance at the PD (Fig. 2(a))
to a higher one (Fig. 2(b)), the receiver’s sensitivity degrades,
requiring more laser power. The modulator tries to compensate
for this by improving its insertion loss (IL) and ER, but in doing
so consumes more power itself.
Fig. 2 shows that the use of moderate-rate DWDM enables energy-efficient link parallelism that leads to 200 fJ/bit link energycosts, which is significantly less than other works in Table I.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK

Fig. 3. WDM link area and bandwidth density for a total throughput of 256 Gb/s and a PD capacitance of 5 fF. (a) Link bandwidth density. (b) WDM link area
breakdown for a channel rate of 4 Gb/s.

In addition to energy-cost, bandwidth density is an important metric for off-chip I/O. Consider the electrical I/O at the
die level. An aggressive 100 m C4 bump pitch results in
100 bumps/mm , of which optimistically only half will be
available for I/O (the other half being used for power and
ground). 25 differential links operating at 20 Gb/s each yields
a bandwidth density of 500 Gb/s/mm . At the package level,
we assume a very ambitious pin count of up to 8000, resulting
in 2000 differential I/Os again at 20 Gb/s. A 40 mm by 40 mm
socket then achieves a bandwidth density of only 25 Gb/s/mm .
On the other hand, at the package-level, photonic interconnects
offer bandwidth densities of around 1 Tb/s per fiber, where
fibers can be positioned at a roughly 100 m pitch to the
chip. Fig. 3(a) shows the component-area-limited die-level
bandwidth density achieved in the 256 Gb/s WDM link. While
not as high as the 100 Tb/s/mm promised by optical fiber
pitch density, at the energy-optimal channel rate of 4 Gb/s, the
die-limited bandwidth density is still more than two orders of
magnitude better than the electrical limitation.
Fig. 3(b) shows the WDM link component area breakdown. It
is clear that at these moderate channel rates where the number of
parallel channels is relatively high, the TX and RX block areas
grow to dominate the total. The design of the receiver must be
mindful of this area limitation, avoiding the use of area-hungry
components such as inductors.
A. Optical Data Receivers
In contrast to large PD parasitic capacitances that cause traditional optical receivers to utilize various power-hungry TIA

topologies, monolithic integration offers low PD parasitic capacitances. WDM provides a forwarded clock, enabling the use
of a clocked comparator and avoiding the need for clock-anddata-recovery circuits after expensive limiting-amplifier stages
[10], [11]. We build on the insight from [3] that an integrating
receiver with a clocked comparator and reset will be more sensitive than a TIA.
Here, we explore this further by illustrating the relationship
between sensitivity and power consumption across ranges of
data rates and parasitic capacitances for various receiver topologies, including TIA and integrating receivers. The analysis presented in the remainder of this section closely follows [9], summarizing the key results.
The PD is modeled as a current source in parallel with a capacitance and a series resistance (Fig. 4(a)). The channel, consisting of the wiring between the PD and the frontend, is modeled as a series resistance and parallel capacitance. The value of
the capacitance depends on the integration scenario: e.g., 5 fF
for monolithic integration and 25 fF for hybrid integration with
a Through-Silicon Via (TSV). Series resistances are assumed to
be negligable.
A sense amplifier (SA) is used as a comparator to regenerate the full-swing digital signal. The main factors affecting
SA sensitivity are mismatch, settling time, supply noise, and
circuit noise. The minimum input signal that allows the latch’s
decision nodes to settle to the rails is
,
where
is the time constant of the exponential regeneration. Residue offset due to mismatch is compensated by a
5-bit DAC [12] resulting in
, with
of 40 mV taken from [13]. Deterministic
and
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Fig. 4. Optical receiver front-end topologies. (a) Resistor. (b) TIA. (c) Integrator.

Fig. 5. TIA design example at

fF,

Gb/s. Model computed for bandwidth

random
supply noise estimates were taken from
[14], [15]. The PD’s noise is shot-noise dominant [2], and is
given by
.
accounts for any other
un-modeled noise or non-idealities, and was set to 20 mV.
By input-referring the SA’s input swing requirements across
each of the front-ends considered through the front-end’s transimpedance,
, (1) describes the receiver’s input currentswing requirement in terms of input photocurrent [9], [16].

. (a)

mV. (b) Effect of

.

to maximize sensitivity. Note that the resistor is penalized for its
size by including parasitic capacitances through the parameter
[17].
(3)
2) TIA: Due to the large input parasitics associated with discrete optical receivers, a TIA (Fig. 4(b)) can be implemented to
reduce the impedance at the dominant input-node-pole, while
keeping the transimpedance gain high [2].
(4)

(1)
(5)
where
(2)
The input sensitivity of the receiver can then be computed as
, where ER is the extinction ratio
of the modulator and
is the difference in
photocurrents required to meet a given BER requirement.
1) Resistive Receiver: The simplest receiver is the resistor,
across which the PD’s photocurrent is converted to a voltage
that can be detected by a SA (Fig. 4(a)). The transimpedance
gain and input resistance,
, are both equal to the resistance,
. With the dominant pole at the input node, the bandwidth
is given by (3). Once the data-rate is determined, the largest
resistance that satisfies the bandwidth constraint should be used

Equations (4) and (5) compute the transimpedance gain and
input resistance, respectively, where
and
are the total
transconductances of the frontend’s NMOS and PMOS transistors and
is the transconductance of the feedback
resistor. Equation (3) can be used to compute the bandwidth,
with
. The impedances are plotted as a function of TIA
bias power (Fig. 5(a)). Both the resistive receiver and TIA bandwidths are limited by their input resistance. While the resistive
receiver’s gain is equal to this input resistance, Fig. 5(a) shows
that the TIA is able to achieve a transimpedance gain larger than
its input resistance, and therefore has superior gain for the same
bandwidth. The resulting sensitivity and the impact of the additional noise term,
, is shown in Fig. 5(b).
A drawback to the TIA is the static-current biasing, which
hurts the link energy-efficiency. The TIA is also fundamentally
not as sensitive as a well-designed integrate/reset receiver.
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Fig. 6. Receiver sensitivity comparison. (a) Resistor. (b) TIA. (c) Integrator.

Fig. 7. Optical data receiver architecture. The LSA (a) is followed by an output buffer stage (d) and dynamic-to-static converter (e), before being fed into the
digital backend infrastructre (f). The chip has receivers connected to integrated PDs (g) or electrical diode-emulation circuits (h). The simulation model is shown
in (i). A cross-section of the implemented PD and optical mode is shown in (j).

3) Integrating Receiver: The third topology considered is
an integrating receiver (Fig. 4(c)) that takes advantage of decreasing PD capacitances and the presence of an RX clock. The
photocurrent is integrated onto the capacitance at the input node,
, over a fraction
of a bit time yielding the front-end gain given by (6).
(6)
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the receiver sensitivity performance. From the plots, it is clear that the integrating receiver
is more sensitive in both
cases. Furthermore, its power consumption will be dominated by the SA and so will be considerably lower than that of the TIA while still scaling with frequency
due to the digital design of the SA.
It should be noted that this simple model of the integrating
receiver has several hidden challenges remaining. The voltage
on
must be reset or at least charge-shared [3], which is
partially accounted for through
. A small
will also
suffer from comparator kickback, while increasing
degrades sensitivity.
III. RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE
Building on insight from the previous section, we develop
a receiver architecture that employs an integrate/evaluate/reset
scheme. We take advantage of the availability of a receiver-

side clock to implement an energy-efficient regenerative comparator. In order to avoid the charge-sharing and comparatorkickback issues in this low PD capacitance environment [3],
we leverage the low parasitics offered by monolithic integration
to build the integrating front-end directly into the regenerative
latch.
The receiver architecture (Fig. 7) consists of a PD connected differentially across a latching sense-amplifier (LSA),
followed by a dynamic-to-static (DS) converter and an on-chip
high-speed digital testing backend. The receiver operates in
two clock phases, receiving one bit per clock period.
In the PD (Fig. 7(g), (j)) we make use of
, which is
integrated in the SOI process for PMOS strain engineering and
is suitable for optical absorption in the near-IR range [18]. The
PD is extremely compact and has an estimated capacitance of
10 fF. Since the PD is not transit-time limited, increasing the
reverse bias does not increase the speed of the device, but will
increase the dark current.
The LSA (Fig. 7(a)) senses the differential photocurrent and
makes a bit decision. During the reset phase
, the LSA’s
nodes pre-charge high. During the decision phase
, the
two branches,
and
, discharge. If an optical-1 is
received, photocurrent flows from node
to
, slowing
the discharge of branch
and causing it to latch high.
Otherwise, imbalance programmed through offset compensation causes branch
to latch low. Without the programmed
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, resulting in a voltage difference,
at the onset of evaluation (9).

,

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Fig. 8. LSA sensitivity model. (a) LSA sensitivity circuit model. (b) LSA sensitivity waveforms.

imbalance, an optical-0 will cause the branches to discharge at
the same rate, resulting in a random bit decision.
The LSA transistors are carefully sized according to [19] in
order to adjust the sampling aperture (time resolution) of the
receiver. In particular, transistors
are sized large relative
to
. This lowers the trip-point voltage of the cross-coupled
inverters and ensures that they do not activate too early, which
would increase the noise bandwidth of the LSA. Offset compensation is implemented as programmable current-steering
(Fig. 7(b)) and capacitive (Fig. 7(c)) DACs [12], for coarseand fine-compensation, respectively.
Fig. 7(h) shows a diode-emulation circuit that is used to characterize the receiver’s performance when decoupled from the
optical devices. When the input data is 1, the circuit pulls current from
, emulating the photocurrent sourced from that
node. A 0-bit sources no current. The diode-emulation circuit is
driven by a pattern generator on a separate, programmable clock
phase from the rest of the receiver.
The output of the LSA is buffered (Fig. 7(d)) to isolate
the LSA decision nodes from the data-dependent capacitance
looking into the DS (Fig. 7(e)).
The bits stored in the DS are fed into the on-chip digital test
backend for in situ processing (Fig. 7). The backend, consisting
of synthesized PRBS and pattern generators, snapshots, and
counters, gathers bit-error-rate and receiver decision threshold
data and exports only the collected statistics off-chip.
A. Effect of Capacitance on Receiver Settling
To provide qualitative analysis of the impact of parasitic capacitances and operation frequency on the receiver decision settling time, an equivalent model of the LSA is shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8(a) shows the input nodes at the end of LSA reset
, pre-charged high.
models
pulling down on the
input nodes until cross-coupled inverters
turn on.
represents the wiring capacitance from the PD to the receiver. The
model divides the decision phase into two steps: integration, and
evaluation (Fig. 8(b)). During the integration phase of duration
(7), the photocurrent is integrated across

The output voltage of the LSA is related to the input voltage
difference,
, through a proportionality constant, . During
the evaluation phase,
regenerates exponentially until
according to (10). Rearranging the formulas, the current-sensitivity of the receiver can be expressed by (11).
Fig. 9(a) shows through noiseless extracted simulation that
for high data-rates where the exponential is not completely
settling, wire capacitance,
, delays the onset of evaluation,
shortening the evaluation time and therefore demanding exponentially more input photocurrent. Sensitivity is computed
based on an output voltage settling constraint. The proposed
topology may suffer in scenarios where a second die provides
the optical transport layer, necessitating TSV or microsolder
bumps where
may increase above 20 fF [20]. Fig. 9(a)
shows that for
in this range and data rates above 4 Gbps,
the sensitivity becomes prohibitively poor. As our PD was implemented on the same die as the receiver, the low-metal-layer
routing between the PD and the receiver results in a small
fF, exploiting the benefits of monolithic integration. Fig. 9(b) shows that PD capacitance,
, reduces
linearly, demanding only proportionally more photocurrent
(Fig. 9(b)).
B. Receiver Sensitivity
In addition to an output voltage settling-time constraint, it is
critical to evaluate the impact of noise and mismatch on the sensitivity of the receiver. We compute the minimum input current
signal from a BER requirement as we did in Section II-A.
The minimum input signal required for the exponential to
evaluate to the rails is given by
.
The time constant of the exponential term, , and conductance,
, are measured in simulation. As in our equivalent model, as
the end of the bit time starts to approach
, the receiver’s
sensitivity degrades exponentially.
Mismatch in the differential latching receiver also leads to
a threshold offset. In order to avoid large latch sizing, which
results in increased power, we employ offset compensation
circuitry in the form of a 6-bit capacitive DAC. The threshold
offset is measured through Monte Carlo simulation. The
residual threshold is then given by
, found to
be negligably small.
The circuit noise was computed in a transient noise simulation by sweeping the receiver’s input photocurrent threshold and
recording the decision statistics. The resulting input-referred
noise cumulative distribution function as a function of the LSA’s
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Fig. 11. Receiver sensitivity and PD split.

Fig. 9. LSA sensitivity model. (a) Effect of
on receiver sensitivity.
fF. (b) Effect of
on receiver sensitivity.
fF.

Fig. 10. Receiver circuit noise CDF.

fF,

fF.

lithic integration once again for a closer interaction between the
PD and the receiver circuit.
The limiting sensitivity factor at higher data rates is the settling-time term (
in (1)). By operating the receiver at half
the rate, we can double the value of
, giving the exponential
regeneration phase much more time to settle. In order to keep the
data-rate on the channel the same, we need two receivers and a
DEMUX. Since monolithic integration affords us a high degree
of control over the design of the PD, we can simply interdigitate
metal contacts to break it into two separate PDs, each connected
to a separate receiver. While one receiver is integrating and evaluating the input signal, the other is resetting. As a result of the
photodiode splitting, only half of the total photocurrent will go
to each receiver, requiring 2X the laser power, but this is still
better than a higher exponential factor.
Fig. 11 plots the sensitivity of the receiver for both PD split
and unsplit cases. By splitting the photodiode and doubling
, the exponential term begins to dominate only at much
higher data rates. A factor of 2 is applied to the total sensitivity
computed in (1), reflecting that each receiver only gets half of
the photocurrent. Careful partitioning of the PD fingers ensures
that each receiver’s PD gets a roughly equivalent share of the
incident optical power.
This diode-splitting enables double-data-rate (DDR) receivers which are very useful in parallel source-forwarded
links, where a data-pattern of 101010 on one of the transmitted
wavelength-channels can be used as a receive clock and directly
applied to all of the DDR receivers.
IV. MEASURED RESULTS

decision threshold is shown in Fig. 10, depicting a standard deviation of
A.
PD shot noise was computed using the receiver’s sampling
bandwidth [21]. Supply noise sources were ignored and no additional margin was added.
Fig. 11 shows the receiver’s predicted sensitivity as a function
of data-rate for
fF and
fF. We can see that as
the data-rate increases,
in our model decreases, demanding
exponentialy more input photocurrent starting around 5 Gb/s.
C. Photodiode Splitting
Understanding the impact of the settling time and noise, it is
possible to further optimize the receiver, leveraging the mono-

The monolithically-integrated data receiver was fabricated in
a standard 45-nm SOI process, as a part of a flexible electronicphotonic test vehicle.
Fig. 12 shows different PD designs implemented on the test
chip. In Fig. 12(a) the PD is implemented as an absorption-type
detector where the optical power is absorbed along the length
of the device. In order to maximize the photocurrent, the device must be relatively long. As a result, the PD capacitance is
increased, reducing the receiver’s sensitivity. Fig. 12(b) shows
a second option where the detector is integrated into a resonant
ring. When the ring is tuned to the particular wavelength channel
of the incoming signal, the light becomes confined in the ring.
During each round-trip, part of the light is absorbed, allowing
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Fig. 12. Die photo showing photodetector layout options. (a) Ring with absorption detector. (b) Resonant-ring detector.

Fig. 13. The measurement shows the receiver’s ability to distinguish between
a DC optical-1 and optical-0.

for a smaller PD length and therefore less capacitance and better
sensitivity. The figure also shows how two PDs can be implemented in the same wavelength-channel, enabling the PD split
described.
Fig. 13 shows two DC photocurrents generated by a 1310-nm
wavelength laser, coupled into the chip through a vertical coupler and horizontal waveguide made with front-end body Si.
The receiver’s threshold is swept using the offset circuitry
(Fig. 7(b), (c)) while recording the output decision statistics.
Photocurrent values were de-embedded from DAC settings
through simulation. Though the receiver was able to detect
photocurrent from the PD, a foundry error in the SiGe mask
definition limited the achievable PD bandwidth.
Fig. 14(a) shows the receiver’s sensitivity vs. data rate for
different supply voltages. Sensitivity is measured on a PD-connected receiver (Fig. 7(g),(j)) as the width of the transition region (Fig. 13) of an optical-0. As clock frequency increases, sensitivity degrades exponentially as predicted by our model due
to the decrease in
. The sensitivity degrades with reduced
supply voltage, as
in (11) will decrease with reduced
,
increasing the length of the integration phase, but decreasing the
length of the exponential evaluation phase.
Fig. 14(b) shows the energy-cost of the receiver. The linearity
emphasizes the digital design, with power following
, keeping the receiver energy-cost
fJ/b across a
range of frequencies. The power breakdown is shown in Fig. 15.
While the latch power is dominant, experimental infrastructure
such as capacitive DACs used for link analysis and eye-diagram
measurement are shown to be equally expensive. This cost can

Fig. 14. Measured data receiver performance. (a) Sensitivity. (b) Energy cost.

Fig. 15. Receiver power breakdown (de-embedded from simulation).

be reduced in the future. The receiver’s current-DAC was not
needed and was shut off, consuming no power.
Fig. 16 shows the bit-error-rate eye diagram of the receiver
when configured with a PD-emulation circuit (Fig. 7(h)). Clock
phase and receiver threshold were swept for a 31-bit PRBS data
sequence at 3.5 Gb/s and a supply of 1.1 V, and error statistics were gathered in situ using the digital backend. Clock rates
above 3.7 GHz caused timing violations in the digital testing
backend.
A die photo is shown in Fig. 17. The chip contains 72 test
cells that implement combinations of optical modulators and
receivers. Each receiver has a circuit area of 108 m and PD
area of 416 m .
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Fig. 16. Electrical in situ eye-diagram at 3.5 Gb/s.

Fig. 17. Die, backside photonic cell and receiver photos.

V. CONCLUSION
Integrated photonics has emerged as an I/O technology that
can meet the throughput demands of future many-core processors. In this work, the monolithic integration of the photodetector enables the design of a fully-digital, low-energy receiver
with high input sensitivity. WDM provides a forwarded clock
that enables the implementation of an energy-efficient clocked
comparator. The integrating receiver frond-end is built into the
comparator, taking advantage of the low PD and wiring capacitances. The developed receiver model provides intuition for the
impact of different PD integration scenarios on the receiver’s
sensitivity performance. This insight led to the development of
a PD-splitting technique that enables operation at higher data
rates.
The receiver is shown to operate with A-sensitivity at
3.5 Gb/s with an energy-efficiency of 52 fJ/b. This work
demonstrates the first monolithic electronic-photonic receiver
integration in a sub-100-nm standard SOI process.
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